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OT SOLUTIONS
Is your facility looking to optimize its processes and increase efficiency, while improving its cybersecurity posture?  
Using the latest industry-proven technologies, Champion specialists accelerate “digital transformation” for 
facilities, adhering to the most stringent of industry standards.  

The result?  Increased security, flexibility, and production uptime – all monitored from the plant 
floor to your Enterprise.

Do you know the Top 5
differences between OT and IT?

Find Out At:  www.ChampTechnology.com/ITvOT

Why won’t IT support my OT systems?

Why Managed Services?

What do our
OT Solutions

provide?

In the event of a catastrophic failure, how 
long would it take you to get back online?  
Make sure you have a process and backups 
in place to restore your system.

Does your facility have an accurate inventory 
of your system's components?  Discover all 
assets and keep real-time inventory – 
ensuring the highest levels of uptime.

Most security threats can be mitigated 
with timely patching.  Do you have a 
strategy in place?  Protect your control 
systems without incurring unnecessary risk.

Alarms can become ineffective without proper 
benchmarking, monitoring and rationalization.  
Utilize Champion’s alarm management and 24/7 
solutions to respond to your system alarms.

In a world of "Big Data," it's critical to 
determine how to make smart business 
decisions.  Get reporting tailored to your 
facility's needs, and be proactive.

OT Health Monitoring is necessary to ensure 
the highest levels of production up-time.  
Whether to plan scheduled maintenance or 
respond to incidents, Champion has you covered.

With secure remote connections, you can 
monitor system health and respond to many 
issues.  The result:  Faster incident resolution; 
less downtime.

Monitor any industrial process to ensure it 
stays within acceptable levels.  Real-time and 
historical reporting can leverage your facility's 
critical data, at your fingertips.

CYBERSECURITY 24UP SUPPORT

With Champion’s Managed Services Offering (MSO), you can benefit from cutting-edge monitoring and 24/7 
support that is often unrivaled by traditional service providers.  Because our experts are trained in the latest ISA, GICSP, 
and NIST standards for industrial cybersecurity, you can rest easy knowing your OT systems are in good hands.

Clients benefit from:

Operational Technology – the hardware and software that
keep industrial processes going – requires a highly specialized

skill set.   Both the operational and financial risks are vastly different.

Champion’s Cybersecurity Solutions and 24UP Support 
offerings bring you the safeguards and support to keep 
your operation running.

LEARN MORE:
www.ChampTechnology.com/SecureOT
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